
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Getting Documents into iAnnotate
Last updated on November 13, 2014

Documents can be added to iAnnotate in a variety of ways, including via email, web, iTunes, and in-app
connections to major cloud services (Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive, and WebDAV). More details
below.

We highly recommend importing and storing documents with a Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive or
personal WebDAV connection to ensure your work is always backed up to the cloud.                                          
                                 
iAnnotate does not support iCloud.
Connecting to a Supported Cloud Account

To learn more about setting up and using a cloud connection, choose your preferred cloud service from the list
below:
 

Box
Dropbox
Google Drive
OneDrive (formerly SkyDrive)
WebDAV
I prefer to store my files locally only

Getting Files from Email

Supported document formats can be opened into iAnnotate from the iPad's Mail app. Tap an attachment to
download, then tap and hold on it to display an "Open in..." menu of applicable apps. Select "Open in iAnnotate
PDF." The document will then open in iAnnotate and be automatically saved to your "Local Files" folder.
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Getting Files from iTunes

You can send documents from the Mac/PC iTunes app to iAnnotate. Only individual documents can be sent via
this method. Apple does not currently allow folders to be sent to iPad apps from iTunes.

In iTunes 11, go to iPad > Apps then scroll down to the File Sharing heading. Select iAnnotate PDF from the
menu and a list of documents currently shared from iAnnotate appears to the right. You can then click the
"Add..." button to select documents from your computer to send to iAnnotate.

When a document is added to iAnnotate in this way, it "disappears" from the list of currently shared documents in
iTunes; this disappearance indicates that the transfer has been completed. The document will then be available in
the default "iTunes Sharing" folder in the "Local Files" section of your iAnnotate Library.

Getting Files from the Web

PDFs and webpages converted to PDF can be imported from iAnnotate's in-app browser. On the left side of
the iAnnotate Library, tap "Add" and select "Import from Web." This button takes you to the in-app browser's
home page at google.com. See here for more details.
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The Pencil Tool
Last updated on June 17, 2014

The Pencil tool allows you to create freehand lines, drawings, and handwritten text. The Pencil's line width,
transparency, and color can be adjusted. This tool can be used on any document, whether that document has
undergone Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to make its text selectable or not. 

While marking-up with the Pencil, you can use two-fingers to scroll through the document. Switch back to one
finger to resume freehand annotating.

The annotation ribbon for the Pencil tool has six buttons:

 Options: allows you to change the Pencil line's color, width, and opacity.
Undo: undoes the most recent portion of the annotation.
Redo: redoes the most recently undone annotation.
Erase | Draw: switches to/from erase mode. The eraser can only be used during the initial annotation session.
Wrist Guard: brings up a wrist guard overlay for use during the annotation.
Cancle/Done: tap the "x" to exit Pencil tool mode before starting, or the check-mark to finish.

 
The editing ribbon for the Pencil tool also has six buttons:

Note: adds a textual popup note to your annotation.
Options: allows you to change the Pencil line's color, width, and opacity.
Resize: allows you to resize and/or rotate the annotation.
Stamp: allows you to save the annotation as a reusable custom stamp.
Delete: allows you to delete the annotation from your document.
Done: tap the check-mark to finish a Pencil tool editing session.

Tips When Using the Pencil Tool

For documents that have not undergone OCR (do not have selectable text), the freehand Pencil can be used as a
substitute for the Highlight tool. Simply select Options and adjust the width and transparency sliders to achieve a
wider, more transparent line. 
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The Highlight Tool
Last updated on June 17, 2014

The Highlight tool can be used to highlight selectable text in any document that has undergone Optical Character
Recognition (OCR). 

The annotation ribbon for the Highlight tool has three buttons:

 Options: allows you to change the highlighter color.
Wrist Guard: brings up a wrist guard overlay for use during highlighting.
Cancel/Done: tap the "x" to exit the highlighter mode before starting, or the check-mark to finish.

 
The editing ribbon for the Highlight tool has four buttons:

Note: adds a textual popup note to your highlighted text.
Options: allows you to change the color of the selected highlighting.
Delete: allows you to delete the selected highlighting from the document.
Done: tap the check-mark to finish the highlighting editing session.

Tips for Using the Highlight Tool
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While highlighting, you can use two-fingers to scroll through the document. Switch back to one finger to
resume highlighting.

Tap on a highlight during its initial creation session to display a modified version of the select-text popup menu.
From there you can copy the highlighted text, have it read out-loud, or add a note using the Comment button.

To make multiple such comments on different areas in the same highlighting session, simply hide the iPad
keyboard using the keyboard button, then continue highlighting other areas of text and adding notes as described
above.

Add the readymade "Colored Highlighters" toolbar to your toolbar set for easy access to a variety of highlighter
colors for color-coding your work!
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The Typewriter Tool
Last updated on June 17, 2014

The Typewriter tool allows you to add typed text to your document. These textual annotations can be copied and
pasted, transformed into reusable custom stamps, rotated, and edited, too. 

The annotation ribbon for the Typewriter tool has three buttons:

 Options: allows you to change the text color and opacity.
Font: allows you to change the text's font, size, color, and alignment.
Cancel/Done: tap the "x" to exit the Typewriter mode before starting, or the check-mark to finish.

 
The editing ribbon for the Typewriter tool has seven buttons:

Edit: allows you to edit the typewriter annotation's contents.
Options: allows you to change the text's color and opacity.
Font: allows you to modify the text's font, size, color, and alignment.
Resize: allows you to resize and/or rotate the annotation.
Stamp: allows you to save the typed text as a reusable custom stamp.
Delete: allows you to delete the annotation from the document.
Done: tap the check-mark to finish a Typewriter editing session.

Tips When Using the Typewriter Tool

The red grabbers at either side of the Typewriter box allow you to stretch the area occupied by the text, for better
formatting.

To rotate a Typewriter annotation, place two fingers inside the flashing blue box and perform a twisting gesture.
You may also need to be sufficiently zoomed-in for this gesture to work. During a rotation, you can also easily
drag and reposition the markup on your page.
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The Underline Tool
Last updated on June 17, 2014

The Underline tool allows you to underline selectable text in documents that have undergone Optical Character
Recognition (OCR). 

While working with the Underline tool, you can us two-fingers to scroll through the document. Switch back to
one finger to resume underlining.

The annotation ribbon for the Underline tool has three buttons:

 Options: allows you to change the line color.
Wrist Guard: brings up a wrist guard overlay for use during annotation.
Cancel/Done: tap the "x" to exit the Underline tool before starting, or the check-mark to finish an underlining

session.
 
The editing ribbon for the Underline tool has four buttons:

Note: adds a textual popup note to your underlining.
Options: allows you to change the line color.
Delete: allows you to delete the line from the document.

Done: tap the check-mark to finish the editing session.

Tips When Using the Underline Tool

While marking-up with the Underline tool, you can use the blue popup pins to extend/resize the line.

If you find yourself typically adding notes to your underlined text, you can keep these notes visible by enabling
Auto-Popup Annotations under App Settings > Annotations.
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The Strikeout Tool
Last updated on June 17, 2014

The Strikeout tool can place a continuous line over selectable text in a document that has undergone Optical
Character Recognition (OCR). This tool is useful for indicating text that is to be ignored or redacted.

The annotation ribbon for the Strikeout tool has three buttons:

 Options: allows you to change the line color.
Wrist Guard: brings up a wrist guard overlay for use during the strikeout session.
Cancel/Done: tap the "x" to exit Strikeout mode before starting, or the check-mark to finish.

 
The editing ribbon for the Strikeout tool has four buttons:

Note: adds a textual popup note to your struck-out text.
Options: allows you to change the line color.
Delete: allows you to delete the line from the document.
Done: tap the check-mark to finish a Strikeout editing session.

Tips When Using the Strikeout Tool

While using Strikeout, you can use two-fingers to scroll through the document. Switch back to one finger to
resume striking out text.
Tap on a strikeout during its initial creation session to display a modified version of the select-text popup menu.
From there you can copy the struck-out text, have it read out-loud, or add a note using the Comment button.
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Page Navigation Tools
Last updated on June 17, 2014

Use our handy page navigation buttons to change pages without scrolling. You can find these under the
"Navigation" section of your Toolbox, or add the readymade "Page Navigation" toolbar to your toolbar set for
easy access.

Buttons appear in this order on the Page Navigation toolbar: 
Go To Previous Page
Go To Next Page
Go To First Page
Go To Last Page
Go To Page Number
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Screen Navigation Tools
Last updated on June 17, 2014

Use the screen navigation buttons to scroll through your document without touching the pages. You can find these
under the "Navigation" section of your Toolbox, or add the readymade "Screen Navigation" toolbar to your
toolbar set for easy access.

Buttons appear in this order on the Screen Navigation toolbar: 
Move Screen Up
Move Screen Down
Move Screen Right
Move Screen Left
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Set Mark and Return to Mark
Last updated on June 17, 2014

Tap "Set Mark" to temporarily save your place on one document while switching to another. Tap "Return to
Mark" to be instantly taken back. For permanent place-holding, use the Bookmark tool instead.
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View Tools
Last updated on June 17, 2014

The "View" section of your Toolbox contains the following helpful options:

Navigation Panel: Use this button to open/close the document Navigation Panel, which houses the next 5 options:
   Thumbnails: Opens the page thumbnail/filmstrip view.
   Search: Opens the document-specific Search panel.
   Annotations: Opens a list of annotations made on your document.
   Outline And Bookmarks: Opens Outline view, for applicable PDFs.
   Bookmarks: Opens Bookmarks view.

 
Toggle Scroll Lock: Locks the current zoom level so the page does not move horizontally while
scrolling/annotating.
 
Fit To Page Width: Automatically sets zoom level to the horizontal width of the iPad.
 
Fit To Page Height: Automatically sets zoom level to the vertical height of the iPad.
 
Duplicate Tab: Opens the current document in an additional tab. This is helpful for accessing separate pages of
the same document without losing your place. Duplicate Tab does not create a copy of your document, however.
To create another version of your document for separate editing, use "Copy" in the Library.
 
Next/Previous Tab: iAnnotate allows you to have up to 8 documents open at once, each represented and activated
by a tab across the top of your screen. Use the Next and Previous Tab buttons to switch between open documents
without using the tabs. 
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Rearrange Pages in a PDF
Last updated on June 17, 2014

With iAnnotate you can rearrange the page order of a document. To do so, open the Navigation Panel on the left
and tap the Actions accordion, then select "Rearrange Pages."

A popup menu will appear with a thumbnail image for each page. If your document is long, you can scroll up and
down to view more pages.

To move a page, long tap on it until it starts to wobble, then drag it to a new position. You will notice the other
pages shifting out of its way as you drag. Release the page when you've got it where you want it.

You can move as many pages as you want in a single session. To confirm your changes, press the Done button.
This process can take a few moments to finalize, especially for large documents with many changes.
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Copy and Paste Annotations
Last updated on February 19, 2014

In version 3.0, you can copy and paste annotations from one page or document to another. Just tap and hold on an
existing annotation until the "Copy Annotation" option appears.

Once copied, tap and hold anywhere else in a PDF and select "Paste Annotation" from the popup menu that
appears.
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The Capture Image Tool
Last updated on June 17, 2014

The Capture Image tool lets you take a screenshot from any part of your document. This tool can be found under
the Utility heading in your Toolbox. It can be useful for sharing a portion of your screen with someone else,
creating a new Stamp, or sending an image from your document to another app for editing.

Once activated, a selection box appears over the current page. This box has eight red grabbers, which can be used
to adjust the height and width of the area to be captured. 

Tap anywhere inside the box to display a menu with five options:

Copy to Clipboard: copies the image to the iPad's clipboard for reuse or pasting in another app.
E-Mail: attaches the image to an email.
Add to Saved Photos: adds the image to your iPad's photo library.
Open In...: opens the image in another app.
Cancel: cancels the current selection.

 
 
If you add a Capture Image area to either your clipboard or iPad photo library, you can then also use it as the
basis of a Stamp or Photo tool annotation.
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Import from Web
Last updated on June 17, 2014

iAnnotate features a simple built-in web browser. This browser can open webpages and links like any other iPad
browser, but it also features a few extra tools for creating and downloading PDFs into the iAnnotate Library.
 
How to Access the iAnnotate Web Browser

The iAnnotate PDF web browser can be accessed in two ways:
From the iAnnotate Library, tap the "Add" tab in the left-side panel and select Import from Web. This button

takes you to the browser's home page at google.com.
In the Toolbox, find Import from Web under the Utility heading. This button (as seen at the top of this

page) also takes you to the browser's home page at google.com.
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The Browser Interface

The iAnnotate web browser has an interface similar to Safari on iPad. It contains a URL bar, a Google Search
bar, forward and back buttons, a bookmarks button, and an action button. The action button in particular houses
several options which are useful for grabbing PDFs from the web.

 
Add Bookmark: bookmarks the current page and adds it to the bookmarks list.
Use/End Compatibility Mode: permits the browser to more easily grab PDFs from certain types of webpages.
Download PDF: if applicable, use to download an embedded PDF from the current page.
Open Page in Safari: opens the current page into Safari. This option is useful for pages with embedded

documents that need to be sent to iAnnotate or another app.
Save Page as PDF: saves the current webpage as a PDF document. Text in most webpages saved this way

will be selectable with iAnnotate tools.
 
Once you've selected to download a PDF, or to save the current page as PDF, tap the arrow on the
bottom right of the browser screen to start working with your newly imported document. 

Please note: By default, documents imported this way will be saved to whichever folder you had open in
the Library when you selected Import from Web.
 Did You Know?

You can enable Browser Compatibility Mode for the iAnnotate web browser under App Settings >
Advanced.

If you are trying to extract a Microsoft Office document from a webpage, it is easier to open that page in
Safari first then use Safari's built-in Open In... command to do so.

You can select and copy images to the iPad clipboard from within the iAnnotate web browser.
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Using the Toolbar
Last updated on June 17, 2014

Perhaps the most distinctive aspect of iAnnotate is its set of customizable toolbars. Toolbars store your favorite
and most-used tools, and let you group these tools in any way you like. Toolbars are kept in an adjustable drawer.

The toolbar "drawer" is indicated by a translucent tab at the right of the iPad screen (in document view). Slide the
tab out to reveal the toolbar, or slide it back to hide the toolbar while reading. When you slide the tab out, the
default toolbar will be displayed.

Each toolbar is limited to 12 tools. At the top of the Toolbar is a "+" button that lets you customize the current
toolbar. At the bottom is a toolbar drawer button which displays the total number of toolbars you have; when
tapped, all of your currently configured toolbars will be displayed. You can also easily navigate through your
toolbar options while annotating by swiping to the left over the current toolbar.
How to Customize Your Toolbars

Tap the + sign at the top of the toolbar to customize that toolbar. When you customize a toolbar, the app
automatically opens up the Toolbox, which contains all available tools. Tap and drag any tool into the toolbar to
add it to the current toolbar. If the tool cannot be added, check if the toolbar already has 12 tools in it – toolbar
spacers also count toward this limit. Remove tools by tapping and dragging them back toward the menu.
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Adding Toolbars

iAnnotate offers some readymade toolbar options, including Colored Notes, Page Navigation, and Document
Sharing; you also have the option to create a new custom toolbar from scratch.

To add a new toolbar tap the "+" sign above your current toolbar, then tap the new "+" next to "Add Toolbar".
You can select a pre-built toolbar from the popup menu or tap "New Custom Toolbar..." to build one from
scratch. Just drag and drop the tools you want onto the new blank toolbar and tap the "X" in the upper right to
save it and return to your document.
 

 
Removing Toolbars

Swipe to the toolbar you wish to delete then tap the “+” button above the toolbar. This will open the full toolbox
for toolbar editing and will activate a small trashbin icon near the bottom of the toolbar. Tap the trashbin to
remove the active toolbar.
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Managing Folders
Last updated on November 13, 2014

Tap and hold on a folder in your iAnnotate Library to access folder management options. These options vary
depending on whether the folder contains documents stored only on your iPad, or if the folder comes from a
cloud connection.

Local folder (stored only on your iPad):

Copy: copies the folder to another location in the Library.
Move: moves the folder entirely to another folder in the Library.
Delete: permanently deletes the folder. Deleted material cannot be recovered.
Rename: allows you to rename the folder.
Send to iTunes: sends a copy of the folder to the Mac/PC iTunes app.

 
Cloud folder (imported from a cloud account like Dropbox or Google Drive):

Copy: copies the folder to a local folder in the Library.
Download: downloads all documents from that folder into iAnnotate.
Delete: removes the folder and its contents from the iAnnotate Library.
Send to iTunes: sends a copy of the folder to the Mac/PC iTunes app.

Cloud folders that have not yet been downloaded/opened in iAnnotate will appear transparent. Transparent folders
will bring up only two options: Copy and Download.
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Show File Location and Folder
Last updated on February 19, 2014

In v3.0, we've added the ability to easily identify where your files are located.

View File Location: 

While viewing your document, tap the document tab and select Properties. File Location (where it's stored in your
iAnnotate Library) will be listed at the bottom of the Properties menu.

Show File in Library

While viewing your document, open the Navigation Panel on the left side of your screen and tap the Actions menu. Select
"Show in Library" to be taken to the document's location in the Library. 
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Show Folder for Search Results:

Now when you perform a search for files in the iAnnotate Library, you can tap and hold on a result and select
"Show Folder" to be taken to the folder that document is stored in.
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Using the Navigation Panel
Last updated on November 13, 2014

While in document view, tap the translucent tab (circled below) on the left of your screen to access or hide the
Navigation Panel.

The Navigation Panel includes five options:
Thumbnails: displays a scrollable, film-strip style list of the pages in your document.
Outline: shows any bookmarks, outlines, or chapter entries (if applicable to your PDF).
Annotations: lists all markups added to the file by page.
Search: allows you to search text in the active document.
Actions: provides a list of commonly used document-specific actions.
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Mark Up an Image or Photo
Last updated on June 11, 2014

With a Branchfire registration, you can import and mark up image files in common formats like GIF, JPEG, and
PNG. Images can be imported via all the same methods (Box, Dropbox, email, Google Drive, iTunes,
OneDrive, Safari, WebDAV) as other document formats. They can also be imported from iAnnotate's "Import
Image" button in the Library by tapping Add > Import Image.

Upon tapping Import Image, you'll get the option of importing from either the iPad Camera or Photo Library.
Once you've named the image, it will be filed into whichever folder/connection you had open when you chose to
import it.

The image can be viewed in iAnnotate in its original file format but must be converted to PDF in order to be
annotated. Open the image file and select any tool to be prompted to make and name a PDF copy. The name field
will be auto-populated with the original file name plus "-Annotated" by default.
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